
08132: "improving a fable about a ray seen so many times in aquariums and writing

about her desire to fly first ending up like a plectrum in the hands of god and

then like a blade in the hands of the devil"

11231: "picking some last trash in italy before traveling back through germany to

holland and there finsing a reasonable dry weather picking regularly trash walking

around with the kids mostly always staying in our town and barely going to bigger

towns now infected with the coronavirus pandemic"

10165: "still folk met during the festivity of our mountain village and then also

meeting folk at my mother seaside place such as my sister's in-laws and a poor

chinese lady going around to massage people and the talkative mother of a girl

playing with my niece and august"

16156: "the last days of summer in our dutch town and then quite a lot of bad

weather  experienced  with  days  and  days  in  a  row  of  rain  making  it  almost

impossible  to  go  out  without  getting  wet  now  officially  going  turning  the

landscape into autumn"

09141: "regularly going out in the dutch landscape despite the bad autumn weather

feeling quite dejected by the behaviour of an ideology intoxicated american art

student trying to screw me over and reflecting on this but nonetheless having to

walk kilometers to find the right moment to record my thoughts with my kids in the

stroller being quite demanding and thinking in general of my total detachment from

any social ambition and my natural duty as a parent and as the maker of my

project"

17120: "still in the secluded swedish neighborhood of djursholm wandering around

waiting for my kids to finish school and observing clouds in the beautiful nature

there as well as when in the nehterlands taking walks with myrthe and exploring

amsterdam"

18151: " period with different intervals of strong and no wind now at last setting

the beginning of the autumn with leaves flying and either way trying to be out

with the kids taking our usual walks out of our dutch village"

08133: "a fable improvised about a falcon at first connected to hiw human owner

which  in  the  end  became  a  burden  and  later  managing  up  a  warfare  between

prehistoric and posthistoric creatures"

12216: "some minor weather related casualties in the western world but mostly

reading of casualties once again in islamic countries with still quite some terror

related attacks in african countries"

03144: "still in the mountains singing to the kids and listening to also the songs

sang by old gianna and the other kids now in the contrada but also listening to



songs driving up and down the curator students coming to film my project and also

the songs played by our dutch friend and musician matthijn coming to visit us with

his girlfriend and playing at the vegetarian restaurant with the german owner

chris but also listening to the cheesy disney song played by myrthe for livia"

05155: "walkng very much despite the bad weather but also having to face a new

wave of the pandemic forcing us within our dutch town and with the kids literally

walking in all direction preferring the the east with the dike and open green

landscapes but also walking to the more urban west and south and only occasionally

and always with the kids making it by train once to den bosch and the other time

to amersfoort to get myrthe tested for the virus and walking across these city as

well  as  walking  in  the  forest  near  myrthe's  brother  cabin  and  beside  this

repeating kilometers long walks in our town"

02180: "dreaming rather regularly with still little silvester walking up several

times  in  the  night  but  nonetheless  getting  in  a  good  rhythm  despite  being

disturbed by the situation with my venice apartment tenants making a mess there

and getting also a few dreams with trucks and cars based on the days i spend out

with my kids also at last reactivating the car to travel around and getting at

last some natural landscapes back in my dreams along with some disturbed dreams

mostly based on an action series watched on television"

04142: "feeling quite bad about the venice apartment situation with an american

tenant taking revenge on me but soon getting over it and accepting to be very poor

yet finding ways to keep up with the building of the textures of my museum and

taking nice walks with my kids at last reactivating the car and exploring new

places feeling very up to walk in the forests with them and myrthe on holiday

despite all the coronavirus restrictions"

09142: "still recording my thoughts getting over accepting my situation getting

far worst now with barely any money to support my project but nonetheless holding

strong and taking care of my kids finding at times hard to record my thoughts

walking with them mostly talking to livia who became very fluent despite her young

age"

13208: "filming public spaces consistently being sort of locked up in and around

our dutch town and only occasionally taking train rides with myrthe and the kids

both to then bosch and utrecht yet mostly keeping in culemborg and there exploring

and rexploring quite consistently the autumn changing landscape always crying both

kids along as themselves some kind of cameras witnessing such change"

10166: "meeting people mostly at the sea side like an ice-cream seller whos family

had escaped the yugoslavian persecution of italians and other sellers like in the

mountains a moroccan old man selling unnecessary things but trying anyway to help

him out and also getting know a dutch architect colleague of myrthe and some old

women friends of old gianna as well as a boyscout passing by our village"


